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Abstract 
Ethno pedagogics is an aggregate of pedagogical educational experiences formed over centuries. The idea of wits and mentality 
has a deep connection with the life of a nation and national educational traditions; it is developed and passed from generation to 
generation. People aim to gain all good educational experiences in order to hand them to their next generation using the education 
of pure human qualities. None of human being lived without utilizing educational experiences of wits and mind of their 
ancestors. To meet the up-to-date requirements we keep ethno pedagogics as a main trend in teaching and upbringing.  Ethno 
pedagogies can be one of the tools developing pupils’ knowledge, widening the use of the mother tongue, compensating the 
disadvantages in the education field, and strengthening the national ideology. Since centuries the Kazakhs have had huge 
experiences in teaching and upbringing, which can fame our cultural achievements to spiritual wealth, hardworking and friendly 
qualities. The educational heritage of our people is unlimited so it needs to be systematized scientifically, and directed to use of 
ethno pedagogical elements in teaching Maths. 
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1. Introduction 
 
The law of the Republic of Kazakhstan “About Education” is aimed to make the necessary priorities and 
potentials to all round education directed to forming professional and versatile skills of pupils on the basis of the 
main national values and scientific and practical achievements. Future teachers need to be educated of to plan 
common problems of culture locally and internationally, gain general human values, to learn the rules of living in 
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democratic, new sociological-cultural environments and develop national mentality. 
Teachers have to form the skills which enable pupils to perceive not only the knowledge but also the specific 
world outlook, national spirit, civil position and get pupils learn spiritual human education and creative thinking. 
The Eastern outstanding thinker Abu Nassir Al Farabi wrote” Teacher must have a high level of understanding, one 
who can keep all things seen, heard, and observed in his memory and never forget them, skilled, intelligent, good at 
public speaking, hungry to study, satisfied, just, a person who has pure soul, ready to do good and give a good 
lesson to others. He also must be brave who doesn’t know to get frightened. The owner of these qualities has plays a 
special role in children’s education. Taking into account all above listed we can say that teacher is the key figure in 
developing the knowledge quality who is experienced, skilled and creative. The basic goal of training new 
generation at school for patriotism is national spiritual education. The Kazakh saying took from the real life states: 
”The upbringing and education starts from the threshold”. Ethno pedagogics has been passing from generation to 
generation from centuries to centuries. If labour made men “men”, national education taught men these labour and 
human qualities. For this reason teaching and education at the same time is aimed, the ways of using the elements of 
ethno pedagogics in teaching Maths are considered as well in this paper. The main objectives of this aim are: 
- to show the way of using the elements of ethno pedagogics in teaching Maths; 
- to form the ways of motivating pupils through creative researches in teaching Maths; 




To make ethno pedagogical, philosophic, psychological- pedagogical analysis for the Literature related to the 
research work. 
      
The Actuality of the Subject: Since centuries ethno pefagogics has become the most essential instrumnet, and it is 
the duty of parents and school to lay the foundation of education.  
During all historical periods of development many scientists, pedagogues, teachers have paid a deep attention to 
the problems of various scientific- pedagogical views, to defining the conception of ethno pedagogics, and they have 
given valuable arguments and left their life heritage. 
The goal of ethno pedagogics is to educate young generation in the ancestor’s way and by means o their best 
experiences. This means to realize these tasks through training young generation o the basis of education, to get them 
learn rich heritage of our nation, to reveal the national peculiarities of traditions and customs and its history. In the 
result of above-mentioned young people living in the Kazakh country need to be educated on the basis of the Kazakh 
ethno pedagogics with patriotic sense, high level of intellect, a big esthetic taste, cultural, proud and hardworking. We 
also should upbring them according to rich historical experiences to friendship, industry, art, family life, to protect 
national values and a man of high, clear  conscience. It is known that to achieve these kinds of goals beginning with 
family, the old in villages (the white beard in auls), judges (biis in auls) in auls, epic poets, singers, dombra players 
(kuyshi), and other people of art and society have taken an active part in collective education activities (Toleubayeva, 
1994, p.140). 
The major task of the education system written in the law of Education is to train new generation to evaluate 
national and general civil values, patriotism, to respect national traditions, love their Motherland –Kazakhstan. That 
is why teacher should train versatile, educated pupils who are aware of the peculiarities of folk traditions, customs 
and mentality because countries adopted knowledge and science in their right level can be leaders in the world 
economic development. 
In early times The Kazakhs couldn’t get knowledge and science, but they could learn everything from life 
experiences and preserve different types of art carefully and pass them to our epoch. The Kazakh scientist 
M.Zhumabayev wrote ”Children of any nation will serve for their nation among the nation, that is why they must be 
trained by using national education of the very nation.” These great words notice to the formation of national 
schools in the country those are suitable for today’s requirements. The head of our country N.Nazarbayev says: 
“Kazakhstan doesn’t force all to be like the Kazakhs, this is their historical Motherland”. All qualities of a man is 
given in his native country, on the soil where he was born. The love for motherland and kindness is absorbed to the 
next generation through mother milk and lullaby.  
The significance of using the ethno pedagogical elements is to educate pupils realizing education, development, 
knowledge purposes, to define pupils’ points of view and connect different arguments and ides in their mind in order 
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to keep national culture and spirit. Kazakh people thought of their young generation future from early times and paid 
a special attention to the problems of educating them for life. In the result the rich system of ideas gained from life 
experiences of our nation over centuries in training and upbringing young people has been formed. The ethno 
pedagogics has studied   the problems of wits and mind education thoroughly. The ideas and thoughts of the nation 
related to the education of wits and mind have found the reflections in proverbs, sayings, countings, riddles, tongue 
twisters etc. Having a look at the content of folk oral Literature we can see that the Kazakhs took notice of forming 
mathematical conception (Kossanov, 1999, p. 23-24). 
Our ancestors have handed their sayings and wise thoughts to their next generation. In the aim of showing the 
significance of mathematical knowledge in ethno pedagogics a number of sayings and proverbs sound like” If there 
is a number, there is a content”, “ there is nothing to be gained”, “There is no new without old, no piece without 
calculation” and others. The rich experiences, cognitive heritage, tradition and customs, legends and tales, riddles, 
proverbs, poems, national games have deep educational meaning and rich treasure. The elements of ethno 
pedagogics, national traditions and customs are used at Mathematics, Literature, Biology and Art lessons 
successfully. Using those elements in classes and out of the class work systematically together with non traditional 
innovative methods provides to motivate pupils in Maths and develop their speaking and thinking skills, to reveal 
pupils patriotic sense and laud national culture of the nation.  
National games are an integral part of ethno pedagogics. National games are played by collective imagination 
and used by individuals involving all national representatives handed from generation to generation as a cultural 
treasure. The Kazakh national games are: Kokpar, Kazakh Wrestling, Tenge alu (taking a coin while horse riding), 
Baige (horserace), Kyz Kuu (a horserace between a young man and a girl) and the others have not only sports 
descriptions, but also educational importance (Elubayev, 1985, p. 98). 
Using the elements of those games in classes as didactical materials is very effective. Through games we are 
able to form human qualities and motivations for knowledge and art of pupils. 
National games enable pupils to develop their wits and mind, to continue art and share opinions. In Maths 
classes different national games can be used for doing tasks, for example the game Kyz kuu is used during solving 
mathematical tasks between a boy and a girl, this way they contest with each other and their motivation for the 
subject can be increased. One more game, which is often used in Maths classes, is “Khan talapai”. Didactic aim. To 
consolidate counting skills define advantages and disadvantages. The necessary didactic material is Assyk (20 
pieces). The content of the game is played as a contest. We start the game with the following rhymes: 
Talapai-au talapai, 
Tabyldy oiyn alakhai! 
Asykty algha shashamyz, 
Talapaigha bassamyz. 
And the assyks (a special type of leg bone of sheep) are thrown away. Pupils try to gather them.Each pulpi 
counts his/her assyks together with the class how many assyky they have gathered. After counting them the 
comparison stage starts. Who has gathered the most? How many? Who has more? Who has fewer? At the end of the 
game a winner is defined (Assarbayeva,  2002, p. 64). 
The advantage of using proverbs give the opportunity to express pupils’ opinion in a short period of time with 
fewer and sharp words. People could contain their all educationall edifications in proverbs and sayings. Studying the 
Kazakh provergs and sayings one can notice clearly hw the Kazakh wisdom is rich. 
Let us learn some of proverbs and sayings replated to Maths education. 
1. «Min malin bolgansha, bir balan galim bolsin» (Better have one scientist child than thousands of cattle). 
2. «Ekeu bolsan bir-birinmen kenes, bireu bolsan kabirganmen kenes»(When you are two consult each other, 
when alone consult your own rib). 
3. «Bir kun tuzun tatkansha, kirik kun salem»(If you are served a meal in his place once, greet him fourty times). 
4. «Zhuzden zhuirik, minnan tulpar» ( to be the first among the hundreds and thousands) 
5. «Bir tenge berip zhirlatip, min tenge berip koydira almaidi»( Asked to sing giving one tenge, couldn’t stop 
giving a thousand ones). 
6. «Altu zhasap bala atka minse, alpistagi shal aldinnan shigar»(When a six year child rides a horse, a sixty 
year old man welcomes him). 
Proverbs are often used  by people. The Kazakhs have a great number of proverbs concerning their differen 
types of national speaking peculiarities using examples,proverbs, sayings, legends, etc.this genre passing from 
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generatio to generation is being added by people all the time. 
Riddles and tongue twisters play an important role in ethno pedagogic of Kazakh people as well. It can be seen 
clearly that many of riddles are connected to numbers. Riddles are a nice instrument of wits. Guessing riddles enable 
to develop pupils’ thought and intellect.   
Tales can motivate pupils’ readiness and develop their imagination. Using tales in Maths classes help understand 
teaching materials easy, stable good sense, and develop qualities of keeping in memory.  
For example:  
The friendship of points 
Once upon a time in the country of Geometry lived a little point. It was a very nice and red point. One day the 
point thought: I wish I had many friends. Well, I go and find a friend myself. While the red point was going out of 
the gate a green point came opposite him. The green point asked the red point about his direction. The red point 
answered: “I’m looking for a friend. Come and stand next to me and go for a walk together”. 
Some time later a blue point came across with the red point and green point. This way the number of points 
became more and more from day to day.  They were so many, when they stand in one row, a straight line appeared. 
When the points went straight the straight line appeared, when they didn’t go straight a crooked line appeared 
(Kazakhstan mektebi, № 9, 1998, p. 26). 
Listening to tales pupils learn to draw straight and crooked lines. 
One of the interesting ethno pedagogics in teaching Math is a oral Kazakh mathematical task. They are advanced 
model of plain and logical explanation of experimental content of math. These tasks are also differed from 




To our consideration, the tasks solving in math classes should have the following friends; difficult tasks solved 
in class and logical tasks, which require quick wittedness should be given together. Giving tasks should meet their 
age, easy to understand, short to explain, shouldn’t disappoint pupils, on the contrary motivate and rise pupils’ 
mathematical initiative. The tasks must be directed to imagination, logical thinking, quick wittedness and 
observation. They also must be connected to real life.  
Therefore using ethno pedagogical elements in teaching Math has led to the following conceptions: 
1. Using the ethno pedagogical elements in teaching Math educate pupils and people to love and serve their 
nation, Motherland. 
2. The main parts of Kazakh ethno pedagogics: national games, proverbs, riddles, tales, counting’s rhymes and 




Due to using the elements of ethno pedagogics in teaching Maths we can form a good knowledge of customs and 
traditions, national culture and the history of Maths. 
The ethno pedagogics reveals the qualities and values of national games, the content of Maths classes, widens 
pupils’ outlook and deepens their life experiences. To our mind, national games haven’t lost their educational 
importance. There is no doubt that these elements can develop pupils’ thinking, world outlook if they are often used 
in or out of class work.  
Taking into account all above mentioned it is essential to analyze and study methodical-mathematic tendencies 
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